METHOD AND FABRIC FOR A KNITTED PRESSURE BANDAGE USING TWO SETS OF NEEDLES AND INTERKNOTTING A STRETCHED ELASTOMERIC YARN

A knitted fabric comprising at least first and second threads or yams knitted into a tube of interlock fabric comprising respective first and second interlocked rib courses (200 & 202 respectively), and a third thread or yarn (204) of elastomeric material forming a periodic plated jersey course interknitted with one of the first and second interlocked rib courses. The knitted fabric is particularly useful and suitable for elastic tubular pressure bandages or sleeve bandages, and can be advantageously employed as a lining sleeve for a moulded plastic or rubber article. The interlock stitches of the first and second threads provide a closely knit structure which prevents or reduces the liquid mould material from penetrating or permeating through the lining during the moulding procedure. The interknit elastomeric material provides elasticity of the fabric, so that the lining fits around the mould structure. The fabric may be formed on a circular knitting machine having first and second sets of knitting needles, by knitting courses of interlock using both the first and second needle sets, and periodically interknitting or plating a course of elastomeric material using one of the first and second needle sets.
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METHOD & FABRIC FOR A KNITTED PRESSURE BANDAGE USING TWO SETS OF NEEDLES & INTERKNITTING A STRETCHED ELASTOMERIC YARN

This invention relates to a knitted fabric and a method of producing a knitted fabric.

In accordance with the invention there is provided a method of forming a tubular fabric on a circular knitting machine having first and second sets of knitting needles, comprising knitting courses of interlock using both the first and second sets of needles, and periodically interknitting or plating a course of an elastomeric material using one of the first and second sets of needles.

Preferably the courses of elastomeric material are interknitted in a suitably stretched condition.

Preferably the circular knitting machine has a reduced number of needles in both the first and second sets, so as to reduce the effective knitting diameter thereof. In one form of the invention, two of every three needles in both the first and second sets are removed. Alternatively, the knitting machine may be specially adapted to knit with a reduced number of needles as compared to a standard circular knitting machine of the same diameter.

Preferably, the circular knitting machine is provided with at least one feeder which is arranged to feed a thread or yarn to alternate needles of both the first and second sets and simultaneously feed the elastomeric material to alternate needles of one of the first and second sets. The elastomeric material may be interknitted or plated into the fabric using either of the dial knitting needles or the cylinder knitting needles or both the dial and cylinder needles.

The invention also provides a relatively small diameter knitted tube of interlock fabric incorporating an integrally knitted elastomeric thread.
The invention further provides a fabric comprising at least first and second threads or yarns knitted into a tube of interlock fabric comprising respective first and second interlocked rib courses, and a third thread or yarn of elastomeric material forming a periodic plated jersey course with one of the first and second interlocked rib courses.

Preferably the elastomeric third thread or yarn is in a stretched condition when interknitted with the first and second threads or yarns, such that the tubular fabric contracts by action of the elastomeric material after formation thereof.

In one form of the invention the tubular material is useful for forming a pressure bandage or protective sleeve which may be utilised for humans or animals. In another form of the invention the tubular material can be utilised for forming a lining for a moulded product, such as a rubber or plastic footwear layer, wherein the interknitted elastomeric thread or yarn allows form fitting of the fabric liner and the doubled layered structure of the interlock material prevents leakage of the rubber or plastic of the footwear layer when it is moulded onto the fabric liner.

The invention is described in greater detail hereinafter, by way of example only, with reference to a preferred embodiment thereof illustrated in the accompanying drawings, wherein:

Figures 1A and 1B are cutaway schematic views of needles in a knitting machine;
Figure 2 is an illustrative view of needles arranged for producing interlock fabric;
Figure 3 shows a single course of several wales of interlock fabric;
Figure 4 is a simplified view of a cam system for producing interlock fabric;
Figures 5A to 5J diagrammatically illustrate the formation of several types of knitting stitches;
Figures 6A, 6B and 6C are simplified diagrams showing the formation of stitches in accordance with an embodiment of the invention;
Figure 7 illustrates a feeder arrangement;
Figure 8 representationally illustrates an arrangement of knitting needles.;
Figure 9 shows the formation of a course of rib knit with plaited jersey; and
Figures 10 and 11 illustrate a stitch formation according to an embodiment of the
present invention.

The preferred embodiment of the present invention is implemented on a cylinder
and dial type weft knitting machine modified from a variety which is known in the
knitting industry. The basis of weft knitting is to draw a portion of yarn through a
previously formed yarn loop so as to form a further loop through which yarn may be
drawn. For this purpose the knitting machine is provided with a series of hooked knitting
needles 50, illustrated in Figures 1A and 1B. In a cylinder and dial type knitting machine
the knitting needles are arranged in two sets, with the cylinder needles extending
vertically and arranged in a circular configuration with hooks facing outwardly, and dial
needles arranged radially in a single plane with hooks facing upwards. The hooked
portions of the cylinder needles and the dial needles are disposed adjacent a yarn feeding
area where yarn is fed by a yarn feeder to a position whereby to enable the knitting needle
hooks to grasp the yarn. In the preferred form of the knitting machine, the cylinder and
dial knitting needles rotate with respect to the yarn feeders rotate so as to feed yarn to the
circularly disposed sets of needle hooks. It is equally possible, however, for the needles
to remain stationary and the yarn feeders to rotate. Also, as can be seen in Figure 1A, a
reciprocating linear motion of the knitting needles is required to effect the knitting loop
formations, and this is brought about by knitting cams 46 and needle butts 48 which act
as cam followers. Thus, relative rotational movement of the knitting cams with respect
to the needles synchronous with the yarn feeders.

With reference particularly to Figures 1A and 1B, the knitting action of a cylinder
and dial knitting machine can be seen. A cutaway portion of the cylinder 42 is shown
with a series of needles 60, 62, 64, 66 and 68 disposed in needle slots 70. Each needle
is provided with a hook 52 and latch 54 at one end thereof, and a protruding needle butt
48 at the other end. The needle butt 48 is acted upon by knitting cams 46 which have
relative movement with respect to the needles in the direction indicated by arrow 44,
synchronous with a yarn feeder (not shown in Figure 1) which guides yarn 58 to the
to position shown for access by the knitting needles. Knitting needle 60 is shown in a rest
position where the head of the needle hook is level with the top of the needle slot 70 and
a previously formed loop 56 held in the hook 52 closed by latch 54. As the knitting cams
46 rotate past the needles the circular motion of the cams is transformed into a
reciprocating linear motion of the needles as can be seen by the relative positions of
needles 62, 64, 66 and 68. Knitting needle 62 can be seen where the needle butt passes
up the incline of a clearing cam 47, wherein the previously formed loop 56 slides inside
the hook 52 and contacts the latch 54, turning and opening it. Needle 64 is shown at the
top of the clearing cam 47 where the previously formed loop 56 is cleared from the hook
and latch onto the body of the needle. At this point the hook 52 is positioned above the
feeding yarn 58, such that when the needle descends down the clearing cam 47 the yarn
58 is grasped by the hook 52, whilst the previously formed loop 56 contacts the underside
of the latch 54 causing it to close onto the hook 52. Finally, as the head of the knitting
needle descends to the position of needle 68 a newly formed loop 59 is created by
drawing yarn 58 downwards whilst the previously formed loop 56 passes over the latch
54. The distance which the needle descends after forming a new loop 59, and before
returning to the rest position shown by needle 60 controls the loop length of the knitted
fabric.

Two types of knitted fabric which are commonly produced on cylinder and dial
type knitting machines are single-faced knitted structures and double-faced knitted
structures. A single-faced knitted structure is produced by a single set of knitting
needles, e.g. the cylinder needles. Double-faced structures, on the other hand, are
produced when two sets independently controlled needles are employed with the hooks
of one set knitting or facing in a transverse direction to the other set. The two sets of
needles thus draw their loops from the same yarn in transverse directions, so that the
fabric, formed in the gap between the two sets, shows the face loops of one set on one
side and the face loops of the other set on the opposite side of the fabric. A common form
of single-faced fabric is a plain or single jersey fabric, whereas a common double-faced
fabric is a rib fabric.
Another form of double faced fabric is an interlock fabric, in which one course of interlock resembles two interlocking courses of rib fabric. Each interlock course requires two feeder courses each with a separate yarn which knits on separate alternate needles, wherein the yarn from one feeder produces alternate wales on each side of the fabric and the other feeder produces the other alternate wales of loops on each side. The structure of the interlock fabric is illustrated in Figure 3 which shows a course of interlock comprising two threads 80, 82 which alternate wales on each side of the course.

A knitting machine for producing interlock is generally constructed slightly differently from a machine used exclusively for rib or jersey fabric, as can be ascertained with reference to Figures 2 and 4. Figure 2 illustrates needles of a cylinder and dial knitting machine arranged for producing interlock. Figure 4 is a diagrammatic illustration of a cam arrangement for an interlock machine. As can be seen in Figure 2, the needles in the cylinder and dial of the interlock producing machine are arranged so as to be aligned with one another such that only one of the aligned needles from the cylinder and dial can knit at a particular time. Thus, only one of the aligned needles from the cylinder and dial can grasp the thread or yarn from any particular feeder. Furthermore, the needles in each of the cylinder and dial are arranged into two sets. As shown in Figure 2, the cylinder needles comprise a first set of needles 90 and a second set of needles 92, the needles from the first and second sets 90, 92 being arranged in an alternating interleaved fashion around the cylinder. Similarly, the dial is constructed with first and second sets of needles 94, 96 respectively, which are also arranged in alternating fashion around the dial. The first and second sets of needles in the cylinder (90, 92) and dial (94, 96) are each controlled separately by separate cams, as illustrated in Figure 4. To enable this, the needles 90 and 94 in the cylinder and dial respectively are longer than the needles 92, 96 so that they can be controlled by different cams. As shown in Figure 2, the first set of needles 90 in the cylinder are aligned with the second set of needles 96 in the dial, whereas the second set of needles 92 in the cylinder are aligned with the first set of needles 94 in the dial. The first and second cylinder needle sets and first and second dial needle sets 90, 92, 94 and 96 are each respectively controlled by cams 100, 102, 104 and 106, as shown in Figure 4. The cams 100 controlling the first cylinder needle set are
synchronised with the cams 104 controlling the first dial needle set, which are both synchronised with a first feeder 110 (Figure 4). Similarly, the cams 102, 106 for the second needle sets are synchronised with one another and with a second feeder 112.

In order to form a fabric in accordance with an embodiment of the invention, it is preferred that a relatively small diameter knitting machine be utilised, such as in the range of 4 to 24 inches in diameter. It is also preferred that relatively fine needles be employed, although needles in the range of 6 gauge to 28 guage can be used. Generally, the larger needles (i.e. smaller guage) would be employed for coarser materials, such as horse bandages or the like and smaller needles (i.e. larger guage) used for finer fabrics such as moulded boot linings where fine fabric is required to prevent the liquid molding material from penetrating during the molding process. The knitting machine is modified by the removal of a proportion of the needles from both the dial and cylinder. In one form, two of every three needles in both the cylinder and dial are removed, wherein the needle pattern in the cylinder and dial resembles that illustrated diagrammatically in Figure 9, with the alternating short and long needles each being separated by two spaces where needles have been removed from the machine. It will be understood, however, that other proportions of needles can be removed from the machine, a useful range being between 1 and 5 needles removed for every one needle remaining. Alternatively, as mentioned, instead of removing needles from a standard knitting machine, the invention may be practical using a specially prepared dial and cylinder having an accordingly reduced number of needles.

The knitting machine for producing a fabric according to an embodiment of the invention is also provided with a guiding feeder which is illustrated diagrammatically in Figure 7. The feeder 120 shown in Figure 7 is provided with a first guide 122 which guides a first thread or yarn 130 to a position where it can be grasped by both the cylinder needles (90, 92) and the dial needles (94, 96). The first thread 130 is thus formed by the action of the transverse reciprocating cylinder and dial needles into one half of an interlock course. The feeder 120 is also provided with a projecting attachment 124 having a second guide 126 there at, which is spaced laterally from the first guide 122, and thus
spaced laterally from the cylinder needles (90, 92). The effect of this lateral spacing of the second guide 126 is that an elastomeric second thread or yarn 132 which is guided by the second 126 is laterally spaced from the cylinder needles, and thus unable to be grasped by those needles. Consequently, the second thread 132 is only knitted by the dial needles 94, 96, forming a course of single jersey knitting of the thread 132 which is interknitted with the interlock course of the thread 130. In fact, since each feeder in the interlock knitting machine is arranged to be synchronised with only one set of needles from each of the cylinder and dial, the second thread 132 is knitted by only one set of the dial needles, forming a course of half gauge jersey since only alternating needles on the dial pickup the thread 132. It is possible, however, that tuck stitches are formed on the intervening needles, as will be apparent to those skilled in the art.

Alternatively, the feeder 120 may be arranged, to feed the second thread 132 to a set of needles from the cylinder rather than the dial, in which case the second thread would be fed through a guide 127 spaced laterally with respect to the dial needles (94, 96). Separate elastomeric thread feeders may be provided to feed only to the dial and cylinder, respectively, or to both in the same fabric.

The fabric according to the preferred embodiment of the invention basically comprises a tube of interlock fabric periodically plated or interknitted with a course of an elastomeric material which is fed to only one set of either the cylinder or dial needles using a feeder guide arrangement as described above. Plated refers to a knitted structure where one thread follows the loops of another thread in the knitted fabric, although in this case the elastomeric thread only follows alternate loops of either those formed on the cylinder or dial. Thus, the second guide 126 shown in Figure 7 would be utilised to feed the elastomeric thread only to one set of the dial needles. If a greater amount of elastomeric thread is desired in a fabric, separate elastomeric threads can be fed to each set of needles on the cylinder and/or dial. It is preferred that the elastomeric thread is fed to the needles in a substantially stretched condition. This causes the tubular fabric to contract after leaving the knitting needles, which is further facilitated by the use of only the selected needles in the machine or the specially constructed cylinder and dial in which
a reduced number of needles are included. By removal of needles from the dial and cylinder the effective knitting diameter is reduced. For example, on a 10 inch diameter machine which might ordinarily carry 756 needles, in a preferred form of the present invention only 252 needles are employed, which corresponds to one out of every three needles in operation.

It is preferred that the threads or yarns forming the interlock courses are of a natural fibre, such as cotton or wool, however synthetic fibres may also be used. The elastomeric thread or yarn is preferably a lycra material, although other elastomeric materials may similarly be employed. In the preferred form of the invention, the elastomeric thread is fed through a secondary driving mechanism at a speed which is reduced with respect to the primary feeding speed so as to facilitate the required contraction of the fabric after manufacture and stretch recovery when in use.

In one form of the fabric only three threads or yarns are required, with one of these being the elastomeric material. Figures 5A and 5B illustrate diagrammatically the formation of half gauge rib courses by separate threads on respective alternating sets of needles of the cylinder and dial, which are combined to form the interlock chain in Figure 5C. Figures 5D, 5E, 5F and 5G illustrate various types of jersey knit courses which can be formed by the elastomeric thread fed to one or other set of the alternating sets of needles on the cylinder and/or dial. The thread courses of Figures 5A and 5B are fed from separate feeders, whilst the elastomeric thread of Figure 5D, for example, can be fed from the same feeder as either that of Figure 5A in the manner described in relation to Figure 7. Similarly, the thread forming the jersey course shown in Figure 5E can be fed from the same feeder as that used to form the stitches illustrated in Figure 5B. The jersey knit formation of Figure 5F could be formed by feeding the dial and cylinder needles, respectively, with elastomeric thread fed from the first and second guides 126, 127 (Figure 7) of the feeder used to form stitches on the first set of needles, corresponding to Figure 5A. Figure 5G illustrates a modification wherein the jersey stitches formed on the dial needles include tuck stitches, as are known in the art, on the dial needles in the second set of needles.
Figure 5H illustrates a jersey knit course formed on the cylinder needles of set two in combination with a rib knit formed on both the cylinder and dial needles of the second set of needles. This structure is also shown in Figure 9.

A diagrammatic representation of an embodiment of the final fabric is shown in Figure 5I in which three threads are combined: two complementary rib knits forming an interlock structure and an interknitted or plaited jersey knit, in this case on the cylinder needles. Also, the manner in which the three separate threads are taken up by the needles from the two separate feeders is illustrated in Figures 6A, 6B and 6C, with Figure 6A showing the knitting formation from the feeder which carries the elastomeric thread, represented by the reference numeral 140.

Figures 10 and 11 are diagrammatic illustrations of a portion of a course of fabric knitted according to an embodiment of the present invention, in this case incorporating three threads one of which is elastomeric. First and second courses of rib fabric 200 and 202 knitted on first and second sets of needles, respectively, on the cylinder and dial combine to form an interlock structure. The second rib course 202 is plaited with jersey stitches of an elastomeric thread 204 knitted using only the cylinder needles of the second set of needles. It will of course now be apparent to those skilled in the art that the elastomeric thread utilised in embodiments of the present invention can be incorporated with the interlock knit structure by interknitting the interlock stitches with the elastomeric thread as formed by any one of the knitting processes illustrated in Figures 5D to 5G or combinations thereof, and only the simplest structure has been illustrated in Figures 10 and 11 for ease of description.

The frequency with which the elastomeric thread is knitted into the fabric can be selected depending upon the elasticity required of the material. It is preferred that the elastic thread is added in only, for example, every second or third course or less. As mentioned above, however, with various feeder combinations the elastomeric thread may be interknitted in the fabric as often as desired and can, in fact, be plaited into courses knitted by either or both of the cylinder and dial. Although the invention has been
described thus far with reference to only two feeders, it will be recognised by those of ordinary skill in the art that a plurality of pairs of feeders could easily be employed to the same end, and is in fact preferred where this is allowed by the knitting machine, since the production of the material is then faster. This also allows a number of different threads or thread types to be used in the same fabric. Thus, if four pairs of feeders are provided, one of these could be arranged to feed the elastic thread such that only every fourth course of the fabric contains the interknitted elastomeric material.

In a specific form of the fabric which is useful for producing tubular pressure bandages and lining for moulded footwear, for example, the two non-elastic threads forming the interlock course are of different thicknesses where an elastomeric thread is to be incorporated. For example, the first feeder (Figure 6B) may be arranged to feed the short needles of the knitting machine, which are used to knit a row of stitches using the thicker yarn (e.g. 1/20 cc). The second feeder (Figure 6A) is then used to feed the long needles of the knitting machine so as to knit a row of stitches using the finer yarn (1/30 cc) and feed the elastomeric yarn to the dial needles as described hereinabove. The elastomeric yarn may comprise, for example, 40 denier lycra material.

The fabric thus formed, with the elastomeric material knitted thereinto in a stretched condition provides a fabric which is stretchable in both dimensions, which is useful for such applications as tubular pressure bandages and protective sleeve bandages for humans or animals and linings for moulded footwear. Because the material is stretchable, when it is used in a lining such as for a moulded boot, the lining can form fit to the ankle and other wider parts of the boot without having wrinkles. Also, because the interlock fabric is relatively impermeable, the moulded material such as rubber or plastic (e.g. PVC) does not permeate or penetrate through the lining when moulded thereon during the moulding process.

The invention has been described in detail hereinabove by way of example only, and is not intended that this description be considered limiting to the invention which is defined in the appended claims.
CLAIMS:

1. A method of forming a tubular fabric on a circular knitting machine having first and second sets of knitting needles, comprising knitting courses of interlock using both the first and second sets of needles, and periodically interknitting or plating a course of an elastomeric material with the interlock using one of the first and second sets of needles.

2. A method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the elastomeric material is in a stretched condition when interknitted with the interlock courses.

3. A method as claimed in claim 2, wherein the elastomeric material is fed to the said one of the first and second sets of needles at a rate slower than thread or yarn used to form the interlock courses, so as to facilitate said stretched condition.

4. A method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the first set of needles comprises alternating operative needles on the cylinder and dial of the circular knitting machine, and the second set of needles comprises alternating operative needles on the cylinder and dial of the circular knitting machine which alternate with the respective cylinder and dial needles of the first set of needles.

5. A method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the circular knitting machine is provided with at least one feeder which is arranged to feed a thread or yarn to alternate needles of both the first and second sets and simultaneously feed the elastomeric material to alternate needles of one of the first and second sets.

6. A method as claimed in claim 1, wherein threads of separate elastomeric materials are periodically interknitted or plated into courses formed by the first and second sets of needles, respectively.

7. A method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the first and second sets of knitting
needles comprise one knitting needle of every two to six possible knitting needles in the circular knitting machine, evenly spaced around the cylinder and dial, with the remaining needles of the knitting machine removed or inoperative.

5 8. A method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the elastomeric material is interknitted or plated with the interlock courses by jersey stitches formed by alternate needles of said one of the first and second sets of needles.

9. A method as claimed in claim 8, wherein the elastomeric material is formed with a tuck stitch between each of the plated jersey stitches.

10. A fabric comprising at least first and second threads or yarns knitted into a tube of interlock fabric comprising respective first and second interlocked rib courses, and a third thread or yarn of elastomeric material forming a periodic plated jersey course with alternate face loops of one of the first and second interlocked rib courses.

11. A fabric as claimed in claim 10, wherein the elastomeric third thread or yarn is in a stretched condition when interknitted with the first and second threads or yarns so that the tubular fabric is contracted by action of the elastomeric material after formation thereof.

12. A knitted fabric formed by the method of any one of claims 1 to 9.

13. A tubular pressure bandage or bandage sleeve comprising a length of tubular fabric formed by the method of any one of claims 1 to 9.

14. A tubular pressure bandage or bandage sleeve comprising a length of tubular knitted fabric according to claim 10 or 11.

15. A fabric lining for a moulded rubber or plastic product comprising a length of tubular fabric formed by the method of any one of claims 1 to 9.
16. A lining for moulded rubber or plastic footwear comprising the fabric lining of claim 15.

17. A moulded plastic or rubber product having a lining comprising a length of tubular fabric according to claim 10 or 11 or formed by the method of any one of claims 1 to 9.
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L X X S X X L X X  

CYLINDER

S = short needle (1st needle set)
L = long needle (2nd needle set)
X = needle removed

FIGURE 8.

SUBSTITUTE SHEET (Rule 26)
INTERLOCK WITH PLAITED ELASTOMERIC
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SUBSTITUTE SHEET (Rule 26)
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